
 

EUROPALMS Bougainvillea, artificial plant, white, 180cm
Bougainvillea

Art. No.: 82507086
GTIN: 4026397517996

List price: 117.81 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397517996

Weight: 6,70 kg

Length: 1.85 m

Width: 0.22 m

Heigth: 0.23 m

Bulky product

Description:

Originally, the real bougainvillea - also called triple flower - comes from South America. In
southern countries, we find the beautiful, brightly colored climbing plant mainly in gardens and
as a wall covering.
Get this flowering eye-catcher in the form of a beautiful artificial tree in your premises with
Europalms.

With a total height of about 180 cm, the bougainvillea can not be overlooked and is the ideal
decorative element for your celebrations. A beautiful contrast to the lush green of the tapered
foliage is the intense color of the upper leaves, in the middle of which sit the actual flowers. The
high trunk is formed by 3 natural trunks on which lianas climb.
Unlike its natural model, the artificial bougainvillea has no thorns.

Included in the delivery is a basic garden pot, which gives the plant a stable stand when placed
in a planter.

Features:

- Natural trunk with lianes
- With approx. 1200 lifelike leaves
- approx. 504 whitecolored beautifully flowers

Technical specifications:

Trunk: 3 x natural trunk with lianes

Standing/fixation: Gardening pot covered with moss

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn82507086.html


Material: Textile

Foliage: Approx. 1200 leaves

 Material: textile

Flowers: Pieces: approx. 504 pc/pcs

 Color: white

 P(material: )

Decor style: Mediterranean flair

Season: Summer

Dimensions: Height: 1,8 m

Weight: 5,70 kg
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